
OKR
Downloadables
Healthy OKR Practices
for Successful 
Implementation



Setting the 
Foundation 
for OKRs
1. Take the time to reboot your OKRs.

2. Align them well with your Company OKRs.

3. Align them Bi Directionally.

4. Place them where everyone can see them.

5. Check the OKR Language: Objectives have words,
    no numbers, KRs must call out progress from X to Y.
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How to plan your 
Weekly Check in
Meeting?

    Someone owns the 
    Agenda

     Someone owns the 
     Meeting

1

2
     Start on time, finish 
     on time 3

Same day and time 
each week

4

Do speak your mind: 
Discuss what’s most 
important

5
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When you have external blockers.
Ouch! These may not be in your control and you 
didn't see them coming. Talk to your OKR Champion 
or Sponsor on how to deal with them.

When you have too many KRs!
Less is always more in OKRs. Select wisely. 

Trap

When you set OKRs that you can’t measure.
Trap

Definitely a trap! If it can’t be measured , it's not a good OKR. 

When you have internal blockers!
Speak to the teams who have bi directional 
alignment. Work it out together! :) 

When a KR has too many owners.
Trap

There's an old saying 'When everybody is 
incharge nobody's incharge'. The more 
specific you are, the better you can manage.  

You set and forget! 
A landmine you would not want to step on! 
Remember, OKRs is about that cadence 
and discipline. 

Avoiding OKR Traps
and Landmines

Landmine

Landmine

Landmine
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Here's a list of recommended questions from our OKR Coaches! 

? ???? ??
How much progress have we made towards our
KRs? And towards our milestones?

What are our wins this week? What are we proud of
achieving?   

What are the constraints you see in achieving
outcomes? Are they to be escalated to business
owners or to other teams?

 
What are the priorities / tasks for the week, which will
help us move towards outcomes the following week?

What is the confidence level looking for each KR?
 

Are there any KRs at risk? 

Are there any significant bi-directional dependencies
on milestones with any other team?
 

What can we do differently to move our KRs forward?

Are there any internal or external blockers? 

How is the team morale this week?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

10 Powerful questions to ask
in a weekly check in meeting
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If there is an
external blocker 
Eg: A government regulatory change,
any third party dependencies or
disruptions which have an impact on
your KR progress) 

If there is an unaddressed
internal blocker
Eg: If a KR isn’t prioritized by another team,
due to dependencies or budget approval constraints
these could have an impact on your KR progress  

If the KR isn’t moving
the needle
despite efforts on activities,
and it's 3 weeks into the Quarter 

If KRs are not rightly prioritized
due to other business activities or tasks

If there is Bi-directional KR 
depenedency
which is not prioritized by your collaborators 

If the target value against
your KR is unachievable 
due to over planning and not seeing through 
contingencies

As a KR owner, update the Confidence to 
Not Sure, seek help and support. 
Reorganizing your activity lists to drive
some cool experiments could really help!

How do you know 
if a KR is at risk?
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What to do during
a Mid Quarter
Check in?

Mid Quarter checks ins are best 
done along with leadership
teams. This OKR ritual helps you
stay oncourse, and take stock of
the context. 

Review the Status

Check on 
Team Morale 

Keep your eye
on the prize

 Where are we with each OKR?
 What is the probability of 
   achieving them?
 What additional resources are 
   required?
 What changes are taking place in our operating 
   environment?
What is the delta on the Key Results?

Is the team still excited by
the OKRs? 

How far are we from our
strategic measures?
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Our OKR Retro and reboot meeting is up 
close, and 2 weeks away! So, 

When should it be conducted? 
OKR Reflect meetings are most 
often conducted 2 weeks before 
the beginning of the new quarter. 

what do you 
discuss during
an OKR Retro 
meeting?

What's the purpose of an 
OKR Retro meeting?
The power of reflection is an 
important ritual in OKRs. The OKR 
Retro meeting is where your team 
reflects on their 90 day learnings.  
In short, celebrate success, 
celebrate failure! 

What do we discuss? 
A OKR Retro meeting template is 
attached with this email for your
team to use!
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We hope you enjoyed the OKR Retro 
checklist. Here's your 

Checklist for an 
effective OKR 
Reboot meeting. 

OKR Reboot meeting gets your teams to have their 
reflexes on the ground, and select & present the 
right set of OKRs, which will propel your company 
OKRs forward. 

OKR Reboot meetings are most often conducted 
2 weeks before the beginning of the new quarter. 

What's an OKR Reboot meeting? 

When should it be conducted?

What do we discuss during an OKR 
Reboot meeting? 

From where you sit as a team, which 
company KRs can you influence the 
most? 

Which metrics do we cherry pick, to 
drive business velocity? 

Are there any carry forward KRs from 
our previous quarter? 

Which ones do we prioritize?  

Do we have that 'OKR Stretch' 
built in? Do we do more? 

Who should own each KR 
and Milestone?
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Hope this compiled guide helps you implement OKRs better! If
you have set your OKRs, and are looking to reset, bring your
OKRs along for a 30 minute consultation on ‘How to reset’. 
You could drop us a line here - 
https://fitbots.com/get-in-touch-all 

Write to richa@fitbots.com or fred@fitbots.com for 
more questions on making OKR implementation happen.

Sign up for a 21 day free trial of Fitbots here - 
https://fitbots.com/try-it-free 

Visit our website to learn more! www.fitbots.com


